SITH OR JEDI
QUESTIONS
In your daily walk, do you follow the path of Light or Dark? Consider the Real Life situations below and
see how you score. Keep track of how Carla, Deirdre, and Roxanne score to see which side they will feel
most comfortable playing. More soul-searching questions to come soon.
45. Test of the Little Miss Princess
As you're getting out of a car at a local shop a woman in a very expensive automobile with a 'Princess'
license plate frame pulls in beside you. You both reach the door to the shop at the same time and as you
open the door, without saying "excuse me" she rushes past you to get inside. At first you get a bit
perturbed but toss it off as nothing and get over it. Later, while shopping you see that she is being
especially rude to the clerks that are trying to help her, belittling them and just being plain rude.
After you finish your shopping foray, you drive down the street to see the 'Princess' stuck on the side of
the road with a flat tire. You:
1. Stop and lend a hand because not only does this act of kindness reflect better on you but it may
help her extend the hand of kindness to another.
2. Smirk to yourself as you drive by knowing that the bitch likely has auto insurance to help her get
that tire fixed.
3. Roll down your window and point at her whilst cackling mercilessly until she cries.
44. Test of the Unpleasant Train Passengers
You're enjoying a pleasant train trip with your young children. The ride is about three hours long. Near
you are seated three bratty children and their completely inattentive parents. The brats are loud, they
throw food and they bully your own kids. At some point the mom leans over and asks you, "What stop did
they say this was?" Do you:
1- Knowing that her stop isn't for some time, you tell her the truth about what stop is coming up.
2- Tell her, "I'm sorry, I couldn't hear it over the sound of your child screaming."
3- Again, knowing that her stop isn't for some time, lie to her saying, "Yes, this is absolutely your
stop allow me help you with your bags."
43. Test of the Chatty Patrons
It's a beautiful Sunday morning and you decide that it would be a nice day to go and sit at your favorite
outside restaurant. The waitress seats you next to a very nice, albeit chatty, couple. You make polite
conversation and then open your newspaper to relax and read. The chatty couple get progressively
louder and in doing so try to continue to make conversation with you even though it is quite apparent that
you don't wish to join in. Do you:
1. Put your newspaper away and politely engage in conversation.
2. Give one or two word answers but clearly avoid engaging further going so far as to give body
language that show's you're not interested in conversing.
3. Throw the newspaper down on the table every time they talk to you and passive aggressively
state that you really wish that there were more people in the world who were respectful of other
people's need for quiet time.
42. Test of the Raid Night Late Arrival
You have had a long day at work, but you are looking forward to quitting time because you know it's "raid
night" in your favorite game. As you are preparing to leave work, your boss comes in and asks you to

research an important topic for tomorrow's staff meeting. That research is going to take you about an
hour and cause you to arrive 15 minutes late for your in-game raid event. What do you do?
1. Go to your guild's website, notify everyone that they will need to replace you because you are
working about 15 minutes late. You don't want 15 other people standing around waiting on you.
2. Go to your guild's website, notify everyone that you will be running 15 minutes late, but secretly
hope they will wait on you. If they have to replace you, you aren't happy about it but you know
it's the right thing to do.
3. Go to your guild's website, notify everyone you are running late and ask everyone to wait until
you get there. After all, you are the tank! The raid can't succeed without you and if they replace
you, there will be hell to pay!
41. Test of the Donation Box
You visit a local museum that claims to be free of charge but has an obnoxiously large donation box
practically blocking the entrance. Do you:
1. Toss in $10 knowing that running such a little operation costs a lot in upkeep.
2. Toss in $1 just so you don't feel bad.
3. Blow through the gate jiggling the box and knocking a few bucks out of the coffer, pick them up
and pocket them on your way in.
40. Test of the Helping Hand
An old lady appears to be struggling when crossing the street and you offer to help her. She adamantly
declines your offer, calling you a pervert and other expletives. Do you:
1 - wish her a very nice day but continue to monitor her progress to make sure she makes it across
safely
2- Shrug it off and continue on your way.
3- Force push that crazy old bitch into oncoming traffic while maniacally chuckling to yourself.
39. Test of the Santa Line
During the holiday season tempers are running high. A lady who's mental state borderlines on crazy
decides to lecture you about how excited your child is acting while waiting in line to see Santa Claus,
going so far as to say, "Keep your kid away from me, he's acting rotten!" in a not so nice tone.
1. You respectfully thank her for her opinion, wish her a Happy Holiday and try to keep your child
from being excited and under control.
2. You sense the 'crazy' in this lady and realize that you can't argue with crazy. You smile and walk
away to another part of the line.
3. You say, "Hey lady, why don't you crawl back under the bridge you crawled out from under and
quit trolling this line," with a smile while handing your kid his third candy cane.

38. Test of the Parking Lot (This sith or jedi question was submitted by one of our regular listeners,
Steve)
You have just arrived at the mall to do finish up your holiday shopping. As you get out of the car you
notice that you have not parked as well as you thought you did, as the car is straddling two parking
spaces. What do you do?
1. Get back in the car and park it properly. You don't like it when people take multiple spaces, so it
only seems right to avoid doing the same thing yourself.

2. Check the surrounding parking lot, and if it's not too busy leave your car where it is. If parking
space is in high demand you would certainly move the car, but otherwise you feel that no one will
miss that extra spot you’re taking.
3. Leave the car where it is. You have a lot of things to do, and making sure your car is situated
between some arbitrarily drawn lines isn’t one of them.

37. The Test of the Noisy Neighbor
You are lying on your couch watching a very interesting movie and just getting into it when abominable
music blares from your new neighbors house disturbing your engrossing movie. Shifting uncomfortably,
you resolve to just turn the television up. After a few minutes you take notice that you can still hear your
neighbors loud music even though your television's volume is threatening to blow it's speakers You think
about it and realize there's really only a few ways to handle the situation. What do you do?
1. You turn your television off and calmly walk next door to kindly ask your neighbor to turn the
music down, taking an opportunity to not only meet your new neighbor, but to make a potential
friend.
2. You do nothing at all and decide to patiently wait it out. After all, the music isn't really that bad
and you could stand to hear other kinds of music.
3. You find their electric box and pull the fuse, terminating their electricity. When you come back in
the house, you sit and plot how you will get back at your neighbor in the future.

36. THE TEST OF THE ICE CUBE TRAYS
It’s 90 degrees plus outside and you are parched. You go to your kitchen to get a nice tall glass of iced
tea, grab a glass, open the freezer and…the ice bin is empty. What do you do?
1. Take all the ice cube trays out, fill the ice cube bin, re-fill the trays and put them back in the
freezer.
2. Skip the ice. The tea in the pitcher is already cold.
3. Pick the few ice cubes you need directly out of the tray.
35. THE TEST OF THE UNWANTED PHONE CALL
Your phone rings. You look and see that the caller is a friend of yours, but is someone you don’t
necessarily want to talk to right now. Perhaps he is slightly annoying or perhaps you know he is going to
ask about something you don’t want to deal with right now. Whatever the case, you don’t really want to
talk to him. What do you do?
1. Bite the bullet and answer the call.
2. Ignore it for now. Call or text back later.
3. Ignore it. Maybe if he keeps calling back, you’ll get back to him. Maybe. And maybe if you keep
ignoring him, he’ll get the message and stop bothering you.
34. THE TEST OF THE MOVIE NIGHT
You are visiting a friend and you decide to watch a movie together. Your friend pulls out a movie that you
have been wanting to see for awhile. The problem is, you know that you are supposed to watch that very
movie with your other friend. It’s been on your To Watch list for weeks, but the two of you just haven’t
found the time. What do you do?
1. Say you’re saving that movie to watch with someone else.

2. Watch it with your friend, but don’t tell your other friend. Watch it again later and pretend it’s the
first time.
3. Watch it with your friend and if it comes up later with the other friend say, “Well, you kept putting it
off, so I finally saw it on my own.”
33. THE TEST OF THE PIRATED MOVIE
You are at your computer and you stumble across a site that has pirated first-run movies online. The
quality is not great, but it seems that many of the movies are fairly watchable, esp considering they cost
you nothing and you can see them in the comfort of your own home. There are definitely a few movies
you wouldn’t mind seeing. What do you do?
1. Leave the site immediately! You do not support piracy in any form.
2. Watch only those movies for which you have already paid to see. You would never have paid
to go see them again, but wouldn’t mind seeing for free.
3. Make sure your virus scanner is up to date, then go on a weekend bender of catching up on
all the movies you missed.
32. THE TEST OF THE OFFICE REFRIGERATOR
At your place of work, there is a communal refrigerator for the employees to store food they have brought
from home. One day a really delicious-looking piece of cake appears on the top shelf. Just looking at it
makes your mouth water. What do you do?
1. Leave it. You would never steal someone else’s food.
2. Leave it for now. In two days, if it’s still there, you are totally claiming it as your own. It’s just
getting staler and staler and someone should enjoy it.
3. Take it and sneak it to your desk where you enjoy every last crumb.
31. TEST OF THE RETURN ADDRESS LABELS
You sort through your mail and see an envelope from the March of Dimes. Inside is the usual solicitation
letter along with a sheet of personalized return address labels and a dime. You do not feel you can
contribute to the cause at this time. What do you do?
1. Recycle the letter and envelope, throw away the return address labels since they are for donors.
Take the dime to the local McDonald’s and put it in the March of Dimes contribution box.
2. Recycle the letter and envelope, keep the return address labels and the dime. You’ve supported
them in the past and may do so again, so you don’t feel too bad using them.
3. Throw away the letter and envelope, keep the return address labels and dime even though you
have no intention of ever sending them a check.
30. THE TEST OF THE CONVENTION LINE
You are attending a games convention. You want to be sure you are one of the first people in-line to play
the latest big game. You know that people will start lining up at least two hours before the doors open.
What do you do?
1. Wake up early, arrive at the convention early and take your place in line.
2. Wander to the convention center and get in line. If you see your friends up ahead, ask a nearby
person to save your spot and casually wander up front “just to say hello.” If they invite you to join
them, stay. If not, go to the back of the line.
3. Wake up late, take your time leaving your hotel. Once you get to the convention center, look for
your friends, who you know will be there early. Cut the line.

29. THE TEST OF THE COLLECTOR’S EDITION

You have purchased two copies of the Collector’s Edition preorder for a game you and your friends have
been waiting for. A friend mentions that he is so upset because he was unable to get himself a copy of
the CE before it sold out. What do you do?
1. Give it to your friend at cost
2. Put it on ebay at the starting price and let your friend know you saw one on eBay.
3. Put it on eBay with a $50 mark up and don't say anything to your friend.

28. THE TEST OF THE LOST PUPPY
You live in a nice neighborhood with great neighbors. One day you walk out your back door to find an
adorable puppy wagging it's tail looking longingly at you. It appears to be well fed and has a nice collar
with no identifying tags on it. What do you do?
1. Feed the dog and make every attempt at finding it's owner including checking with your neighbors
and posting signs.
2. Ignore it and hope it goes away.
3. Shoo the dog away and call the dog catcher.
27. THE TEST OF THE BAD HAIRCUT
Your significant other has just returned from getting a haircut. The style is a lot different than usual.
What do you do?
1. Say nothing unless asked. If asked, say, brightly “Oh! You’re trying a different style! Do you like
it?” If the response is “yes,” nod vigorously.
2. You do nothing. You never notice haircuts.
3. Raise your eyebrows and say, “Oh, you look a lot like your Great Aunt Myrtle now.” Then refuse
to be seen in public together.

26. THE TEST OF THE CRYING CHILD
You are having a nice dinner with a friend at a fairly high-end restaurant on a Saturday night. With drinks
and tip, you expect the bill to be at least $70 or $80. You have finished your appetizer and expect your
main course to arrive soon. Suddenly, in the booth next to you, a child starts crying. At first it isn’t too
bad, but then the volume escalates to a shriek that actually hurts your eardrums before subsiding to
quieter whimpers. Just when you think it’s over, the shrieking picks up again. This goes on for a full two
minutes and the parents are not showing any indication of removing their child. What do you do?
1. Take a deep breath and wait it out. Either the toddler will stop crying or the parents will surely
take the child out. Surely.
2. Ask your server to be moved to a different part of the restaurant.
3. Turn to the parents and inform them that this isn’t Appleby’s and they should avoid the nicer
restaurants if their child can’t behave.

25. THE TEST OF THE PROMOTION
Your boss approaches you privately and starts to ask some questions about one of your co-workers. She
tells you that she is considering that co-worker for a promotion and wants to know if you think the coworker would be good for the position. You know he would do a good job in the new position, but the
problem is, you wanted that promotion for yourself. What do you do?

1. Tell your boss the reasons why your co-worker would be a good choice for the promotion.
Mention that you are also interested.
2. Tell your boss your co-worker might be a good choice for the promotion, but you think you are an
even better choice and explain why. Avoid making any positive comments about your rival.
3. Tell your boss why your co-worker is a bad choice for the promotion. Perhaps even make-up
something that would reflect badly on that co-worker.
24. THE TEST OF THE MIS-DELIVERED MAIL
You pick up your mail from your mailbox. Among the usual assortment of bills and advertisements, you
notice a magazine you do not subscribe to in the mix. You glance at the cover and see several articles
that you wouldn’t mind reading…and then you see the address label. This magazine was supposed to be
delivered to a house a couple blocks away. What do you do?
1. Immediately take the magazine to the correct address?
2. Take the magazine inside and toss it on the coffee table? You’ll deliver the magazine to its
rightful owner after you’ve had time to read it yourself.
3. Take the magazine and dump it on the Dreadful Sorting Pile of Papers and Reading Material. It’s
highly unlikely that you will ever deliver the magazine to the right house.
23. THE TEST OF THE “DO NOT BLOCK DRIVEWAY” SIGN
You are approaching a four-way intersection. The light is red and there are already cars waiting for the
light to change. On the right there is a driveway that leads into a shopping center. A sign reads, “Do Not
Block Driveway.” Do you:
4. Stop your car before the driveway in case someone wants to exit or enter the shopping center?
5. Heedlessly pull all the way up? You don’t even notice the driveway.
6. Intentionally pull all the way up, blocking access in and out, even if there’s actually a car waiting
in the driveway, or a car in the oncoming lane, waiting to turn left into the shopping center
22. THE TEST OF THE MOVIE THEATER SEATING
You walk into the nearly empty movie theater 20 minutes early so that you can get the seats behind the
rail. You settle in with your popcorn and your drink and you prop your feet up on the rail. The theatre
slowly fills up and by the time the trailers start, the theater is pretty full. Just as the third trailer starts, a
couple appears in the aisle and scans your row. There are only single seats left. “Excuse me,” the
woman says to you, “Could you move down so we can sit together?” You look and realize that if you do
as she requests, you will lose your comfy foot rest. What do you do?
7. Sigh inwardly, but move over.
8. Stare blankly and shout, “Que?”
9. Glare stonily and say, “If you wanted those seats, you should have arrived early, like I did.”
21. THE TEST OF THE RESTAURANT DOOR
You are heading toward your favorite restaurant. As you approach the double doors, you notice that
there’s a bit of a back-up of people streaming in and out of the entrance. For some reason, everyone is
using only the left door, cutting in and squeezing past each other, trying to avoid having to hold the door
open even for him or herself. You step forward and pull open the right-hand door. Immediately, the
people exiting start using your door, preventing you from entering. A couple people that were behind you
slip past and enter the restaurant. What do you do?
10. Step back and hold the door open, allowing everyone to exit and enter freely until the crowd has
cleared.
11. Maybe let a couple people through, but then move forward. Hold the door open behind you
slightly so the next person can catch it.

12. Say “excuse me” in an annoyed tone and shoulder check people as they try to come through
“your” door.
20. THE TEST OF THE ELEVATOR DOOR
You are late for an appointment and rush to the elevator and push the Call button. After what seems like
an interminable amount of time, the doors finally open. You step inside and hit the floor button. Several
seconds pass and out of the corner of your eye, you see someone hurrying toward you, clearly trying to
catch the elevator. What do you do?
13. Push the Open Door button, and maybe even hold the doors open to make sure the person
makes it?
14. Avoid eye contact. Pretend to start texting.
15. Surreptitiously start mashing the Close Door button.
19. TEST OF THE COFFEE BAR TABLE
You arrive at your local coffee bar early on a Sunday morning with your laptop and stack of papers from
work. You plan to put in a couple of hours of digging through your email and catching up on some
reading. After getting your Venti Caramel Macchiato you go to choose a table. The place is empty now,
but you know that soon it will fill up with customers. What do you do?
1. Take a small table meant for one or two people?
2. Take a larger, four-person table so you can spread out in comfort, telling yourself that you will
move when things get busier.
3. Boldly take a four-person table and cover it with your laptop and your papers. You have no
intention of moving even if every other table is taken.
18. TEST OF THE SNOWY SIDEWALK
You wake up on a bright Saturday morning and look out your window. It’s a winter wonderland! A good
six inches of snow has fallen while you slept, blanketing the neighborhood in a thick, frosty cover. The
walk from your front door leads to a common stretch of sidewalk that your neighbors also use to get to the
parking area. Your neighbors tend to clear their own bit of sidewalk from their front doors and stop when
they get to the shared section. Usually you clear the whole path, including the walk in front of other
people’s homes, since you have to use it to get to your car and don’t want to be crunching through snow
in your good shoes. However, you are starting to wonder why no one else ever pitches in. What do you
do?
1. Shrug your shoulders and start getting your snowboots on. Shovel your part of the walk and
shovel the common walk all the way out to the parking area.
2. Shovel your part of the walk and stop when you get to the end of your property, hoping your
neighbors pitch in the rest of the way.
3. Once several hours have passed and no one has shoveled, clear your own sidewalk, and
continue all the way to the parking area. “Accidentally” toss big piles of snow in front of your
neighbors’ doors so they will have to shovel extra snow off their own walk.
17. TEST OF THE LAST TWINKIE
It is late and you are in the mood for a little late night snack. You open the cupboard and along with the
dried fruit, pasta, soups, and canned veggies, you see….a box of Twinkies. Eureka! Just the thing to
chase away the nighttime rumblies. You grab the box and look inside and realize there is only one
Twinkie left and that was probably for your kid’s school lunch tomorrow. What do you do?
1. Leave the Twinkie in the box. Your spouse is always after you for eating the kid snacks.
2. Eat the Twinkie. Maybe no one will notice. You can buy more Twinkies tomorrow.
3. Eat the Twinkie. You paid for the Twinkies, not the kids. If your spouse questions you, blame the
neighbor kid.

16. TEST OF THE THANK YOU NOTE
Christmas and New Year’s have come and gone. You sent several nice presents to various friends and
relatives, but as the weeks pass and January turns to February, you have not received thank yous from
all of the recipients. What do you do?
1. Resolve to forgive and forget. You know they are grateful and it seems that thank you notes are
a thing of a more genteel past.
2. Resolve to forgive but no forget. Next year, write thank you notes only to those who write notes
first.
3. Resolve to neither forgive nor forget. Next year, rather than sending individual gifts to each
niece, sibling, etc., send a group gift of Hickory Farms cheeses and sausages.
15. TEST OF THE RETAIL STORE LINE
It’s been a long afternoon at the mall. The crowds have been terrible and you are way past your patience
limit. You are finally ready to purchase your items and you are relieved to see that there are several
cashiers and only one person being waited on at each register. You make a beeline for the register at the
end and stand slightly to the side, to wait your turn. Just as the person in front of you is finishing up, you
realize that the real line is actually several feet back — one very long line of customers feeding one by
one to the next open cashier. What do you do?
1. Sigh and go to the back of the real line.
2. Give up, dump your pile of items onto a nearby display and leave the store.
3. Feign ignorance and try to cut the line when the person in front of you is done.
14. TEST OF THE HOT SHOWER
It’s Saturday morning. You have just finished your second cup of coffee, caught up on the news, and are
ready to start the day. You decide to hit the shower before anyone else in the household. Once there,
what do you do?
1. Be as quick as possible, mindful that the hot water heater isn’t very big and you don’t want to
“steal” all the hot water.
2. Take a standard ten minute shower, using medium-hot water.
3. Take a shower, shampoo twice, shave, and then just stand under that running water and go
“Ahhhhhhh” until the water starts to turn tepid.
13. TEST OF THE THANKSGIVING DINNER
You are hosting Thanksgiving dinner for a big crowd. The turkey comes out of the oven, perfectly roasted
– the skin a deep, crispy-looking brown. You set the bird on the counter to settle before you carve. Just as
you leave the kitchen to fetch the serving platters from the dining room, someone lets the dogs in. They
crash into the kitchen, snatch the turkey off the counter and go tearing through the living room, fighting
over the bird in a frenzy of growling and tail-wagging as your guests look on in shock. What do you do?
1. Yell at the dogs and send someone out to the grocery store for a pre-cooked turkey breast.
2. Yell at the dogs and start searching your refrigerator for that leftover lasagne.
3. Yell at the dogs. Fifteen minutes later, serve the “other” turkey.
12. TEST OF THE LEAF BLOWER
You live on a single-family home lot with neighbors on either side. There are no fences between
properties, so it is not clear where one property ends and the other begins. You go out to rake your yard
and you notice that your neighbor’s yard is leaf-free. You remember hearing him out there the day before
with his leaf blower. You notice that on your side of the property there is a kind of giant leaf berm, running
down the length of your two properties. Judging from the size of this long pile, you are pretty sure the
neighbor just blew all his leaves onto your property and didn’t bag any. What do you do?
1. Rake your yard completely and bag all the leaves, including the ones from your neighbor’s
property.

2. Rake your yard, but leave the long pile untouched. Maybe shove the pile over a little so it’s more
on your neighbor’s side.
3. Rake your yard haphazardly and bag most of the leaves except for the pile left by the neighbor.
Whoosh those leaves and some of yours back onto your neighbor’s property.
11. TEST OF THE STREET PARKING
You live on a quiet street of single-family homes. You own one car, which you park in your driveway.
Most people park their cars in their driveways or on the street in front of their houses. Your neighbor
directly across the street has inexplicably started parking his car on the street in front of your house rather
than his. What do you do?
1. Don’t worry about it. Street parking is open to anyone.
2. Start parking your only car on the street in front of your house, leaving your driveway empty.
Maybe he’ll take the hint.
3. Start sending your kids out to kick the ball on your front lawn whenever his car is parked in front
of your house. Move the basketball hoop closer to the spot where the neighbor puts his car.
10. TEST OF THE EXPRESS CHECKOUT LANE
You are at the grocery store, ready to check out. You want to use the express checkout lane, but you are
a few items over. The only regular lane that is open has four people with overflowing carts in line. What
do you do?
1. Either go to the regular lane or put back the requisite number of items to be in compliance with
express checkout rules
2. Use the express lane anyway. Exceeding the limit by a few items is still following the spirit of the
law.
3. Use the express lane and when the person behind you complains, boldly stare them in the eye
and add several handfuls of candy plus a few tabloids to your cart. When it’s your turn, pay with
cash. Use exact change.

9. TEST OF THE EMPTY GAS TANK
You are driving the family car and are almost home when you notice that the fuel gauge is near E. You
know that tomorrow morning someone else in your family needs the car for a fairly lengthy trip. Do you:
1. Turn the car into the nearest gas station and fill it up?
2. Drive home and casually mention that the car will need to be filled before the next person uses it?
At least you gave the next driver fair warning to build a gas station trip into the morning schedule.
3. Realize that you forgot to stop for beer and make a detour to the grocery store before arriving
home on fumes. You do not discuss the empty gas tank.

8. TEST OF THE OATMEAL BOWL
You take your bowl of oatmeal and cup of coffee into the family room to eat in front of the television.
When you are done do you:
1. Pick up your sticky bowl, coffee cup AND spoon…take it into the kitchen…RINSE everything
off…and put it into the dishwasher?
2. Pick up your sticky bowl, coffee cup and spoon…take it into the kitchen and leave everything on
the counter?
3. Leave your coffee cup in the family room, finish eating the oatmeal as you walk to the bedroom to
get ready for your shower….leave the bowl and spoon on the top of the tallest dresser where it

won’t be found again until it is encrusted so hard that nothing short of a sandblaster will get it
clean again?

7. TEST OF THE GARBAGE CANS
You park your car in a communal parking lot. Your space happens to be along the curb where you and
your neighbors set the garbage cans and recycling bins every week. You notice that one household does
not bring their cans and bins back to the house in a timely manner, sometimes leaving them out for three
days or more. Meanwhile, you must maneuver around them whenever you get in and out of your car or
try to carry groceries in the narrow space between the cans and the bushes. How do you handle this?
Do you:
1. Take it upon yourself to put their cans back on their property
2. Leave the cans on the sidewalk no matter how long it takes your neighbors to retrieve them.
3. Tape a nasty note on the cans and toss them haphazardly near their front door.

6. TEST OF THE FREE REFILLS
You are at the museum cafeteria with your two hungry children. The kids’ meals do not include a drink.
You notice that you can get free refills from the soda machine. Do you:
1. Get three glasses at $1.95 each? Museum admission was free and they have to make their
money somewhere.
2. Get tap water? It’s cheap and better for you anyway.
3. Get one glass to share between the three of you and refill multiple times?
5. THE TEST OF THE SEAT HOG
You have just boarded the commuter train at the beginning of the line. The car is only half-full and there
are plenty of seats now, but you know that in a few stops, the train will be at capacity. When you select a
seat, do you:
1. Pick a row, slide all the way to the window and hold your personal items on your lap?
2. Pick a row, slide all the way to the window and put your personal items on the outside seat next
to you. When the train gets more crowded, you will move your things so someone can sit down.
3. Pick a row, sit down on the outside seat, blocking access to the window seat…where you place
your personal items and stare boldly ahead. If someone asks you to move your things, maybe
you will, and maybe you won’t.

4. THE TEST OF THE CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION CALL
You are just sitting down to dinner when the phone rings. Against your better judgment, you pick up the
phone only to find that it is a representative of a state police organization. He thanks you for your support
in the past and explains that they are raising money to pay for after-school programs and tutoring for kids
at risk. The goal is to keep these kids away from drugs and in school. Do you:
1. Dig deep into your pockets and support a worthy cause.
2. Decline to contribute at this time, but ask them to send you more information or for a website so
you can check them out and perhaps take action later.
3. Tell the representative that not only have you never supported them in the past, but you intend to
keep never supporting them. Then you slam down the phone while he is in mid-sentence

3. THE TEST OF THE OVER-PRICED PRODUCE
You want to buy a bunch of broccoli to make your special Kung Pao Chicken dish for a dinner party. For
some reason, this week’s broccoli prices are significantly higher than usual. Do you:
1. Sigh and put the bunch in your cart. That was more than you intended to spend, but the dish
really isn’t the same without the broccoli.
2. Decide to substitute green peppers instead even though the quality of the finished dish will drop.
3. Break off the lower part of the stems so when the cashier weighs the broccoli, it will cost less.

2. TEST OF THE TRAIL MIX
At a party you see a bowl of trail mix. You like everything except the raisins. You are quite hungry so you
treat yourself to several servings. Every time you help yourself, do you:
1. Serve yourself a portion on your plate and eat everything except the raisins?
2. Serve yourself, but avoid the raisins, leaving a disproportionate number of raisins in the bowl?
3. Pick out and eat only the M&Ms?

1. THE TEST OF THE OPEN ROAD
It’s 2:00 a.m. You are the only car on a lonely stretch of road with no sharp curves or hills and no nearby
homes or businesses. The speed limit is 45 MPH. What do you do?
1. You continue to go the speed limit.
2. You go 5 miles over the speed limit.
3. You throw caution to the wind and put the pedal to the metal.

